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Abstract—Lip reading has become a popular topic recently. 

There are widespread literature studies on lip reading in human 

action recognition. Deep learning methods are frequently used in 

this area. In this paper, lip reading from video data is performed 

using self designed convolutional neural networks (CNNs). For 

this purpose, standard and also augmented AvLetters dataset is 

used in train and test stages. To optimize network performance, 

minibatchsize parameter is also tuned and its effect is 

investigated. Additionally, experimental studies are performed 

using AlexNet and GoogleNet pre-trained CNNs. Detailed 

experimental results are presented. 

 
 

Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks, data 

augmentation, deep learning, human action recognition, human 

computer interaction, lip reading, transfer learning 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

UMAN ACTION RECOGNITION is an important phase 

for human computer interaction [1]. Lip reading, a 

subcategory of human action recognition, has begun to be 

used in various applications [2-6].  

Sound and image assisted features can be used for lip 

reading. In particular, data containing image-assisted features 

seem to have higher success rate in applications where they 

are used. Success rate of lip reading is also directly related to 

the classification techniques which are used extensively with 

feature selection. Hidden Markov models [7,8], support vector 

machines [7,9], k-nearest neighbor algorithm [7] are most 

basic conventional classification algorithms. After deep 

learning methods have been used frequently in classification 

problems [10-13], researchers have started to use them on lip 

reading which is another classification problem. 

Lip reading process is applied at alphabet, word and 

sentence levels [14]. In alphabet level lip reading process, still 

image and time series classification methods can be used. On 

the other hand, classification methods such as long short-term 
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memory (LSTM), recurrent neural network (RNN), and so on 

are preferred in word and sentence level operations. 

In this paper, we aim to classify an alphabet level lip 

reading dataset, AvLetters [15], by using a designed 

convolutional neural network (CNN) model and pre-trained 

model supported CNNs. A CNN model with 3 convolution 

layers, 3 max pooling layers, and 3 regularization layers is 

designed. On the other side, AlexNet [16] and GoogleNet [17] 

supported CNN structures are employed to compare 

performance with designed CNN model. Dataset size also 

affects performance as much as the classification model. In 

this study, data augmentation is also addressed by using data 

augmentation techniques. Experimental studies, which are 

based on CNN models with and without augmented dataset 

depends on different “minibatchsize” values, are performed. 

The contributions of this study are as follows: 

 To the best of our knowledge, transfer learning 

supported CNN using ALexNet was used for the first 

time on the AvLetters dataset. 

 By using some techniques, the problem is converted to 

a still image based lip reading from time series data. 

 A CNN architecture is proposed and compared with 

transfer learning supported CNNs. 

 The proposed methods in this study, not only have 

better performance than some methods used in [18] 

in the literature but also are easy to develop. 

The presentation of this paper will be as follows: Section 2 

provides a literature review on the subject. Section 3 describes 

the information of CNN and pre-trained models used through 

the study. In section 4, experimental studies are presented and 

in conclusion section, which is the last section of this paper, 

success rate results obtained from experiments and future 

studies are reviewed. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Garg et al. [2], combined CNN and LSTM deep learning 

methods and applied it on lip reading problem.  In this 

combination, CNN was used for feature extraction and LSTM 

was used for classification. MIRACL-VC1 [7] dataset which 

consists words and phrases was used for testing the model. Li 

et al. [3], who performed classification with CNN using the 

dynamic feature image instead of original image, tested the 

model with ATR Japanese speech dataset. Petridis et al. 

developed an LSTM supported work on visual speech 

recognition [4]. The model consisted of two streams. The first 

was feature extraction from mouth and the second was the 

change between images. The temporal dynamics of each 

stream were performed with LSTM. Proposed method was 
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tested with OuluVS2 [19] and CUAVE [20] datasets. A model 

using LSTM with 5 convolution layers and 256 hidden units 

was developed by Dong and his team [21]. The method's 

performance was tested by combining 2 datasets. Word-level 

visual speech recognition models using deep learning was 

proposed by Stafylakis and Tzimiropoulos [22]. The proposed 

method was combined with CNN, ResNet and bi-directional 

LSTM. The model tested on LRW [23] dataset and 

experimental results were presented. Takashima et al. [5] 

developed a deep learning-supported speech recognition 

system for people with severe hearing loss. Both voice and 

visual data were used in the method and extracted features 

were included in system for classification. In another work, 

Takashima et al. [24] proposed a new approach for lip reading 

using the combination of lip image and sound features by 

using deep learning. The proposed method was tested on ATR 

Japanese speech dataset. A method which classifies the dataset 

consisting of Turkish color names by taking image and angle 

values with Kinect device was proposed by Yargic and Dogan 

[6]. Authors, who took the knowledge of lip co-ordinates from 

Kinect camera, used the angles between the points and classify 

them with k-nearest neighbor search algorithm. 

III. METHODS 

A. Convolutional Neural Networks 

CNN is a type of artificial neural network (ANN) 

specialized to handle multi-dimensional, large data. 

Convolutional networks are neural networks that use at least 

one layer of convolution processing instead of general matrix 

multiplication [25-27]. 

Basic components of CNNs are; convolution layer, pooling 

layer, activation functions, fully connected layers, loss layer, 

regularization, and optimization. 

The convolution layer includes a learnable filter set. This 

layer is the structure of convolutional network that has the 

ability to learn along like as fully connected layer. The 

parameters that are important for this layer are spatial extent, 

number of filters and stride [25]. 

Another important structure that reduces the network 

model's cost is the pooling layer. In this layer, which makes 

the system resistant to small position changes, pooling process 

usually uses operations such as sum, maximum, average, etc. 

Choice of activation functions such as ReLU, ELU, sigmoid 

etc., significantly affects the performance of CNN. ReLU, 

which is a piecewise linear function, is an activation function 

that returns negative inputs to zero, and positive inputs to 

output without changing them. The ReLU function graph is 

shown in Figure 1a. ELU is an activation function that allows 

neural networks to learn faster and achieve higher 

classification accuracy [28]. The ELU function graph is shown 

in Figure 1b. The sigmoid function is a continuous and 

derivable function and is frequently used. The Sigmoid 

function graph is shown in Figure 1c. 

Fully connected layer comes after convolution and pooling 

layers in CNN. In this layer, neurons have full contact with the 

previous layer. 

 

Loss layer, which is the last layer of CNN, determines how 

the difference is to be evaluated between predicted and actual 

labels during training. Softmax is the most commonly used 

loss function. 

Regularization techniques prevent the overfitting problem, 

which is an important problem for deep neural networks. 

Dropout and Dropconnect are two most important 

regularization techniques [25]. 
 

 
(a) RELU activation function. 

 
(b) ELU activation function 

 
(c) Sigmoid activation function 

 
Fig.1. Activation functions 
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Fig.2. Convolutional Neural Network architecture [25] 

 

 
 

Fig.3. AlexNet architecture 

 

B. Pre-Trained Models 

The easier and faster option than developing a new model is 

using pre-trained networks. Pre-trained networks are used for 

purposes such as classification, transfer learning, and feature 

extraction. 

Figure 2 presents the architecture of a typical neural 

network with basic components. The most commonly used 

pre-trained CNN architects are AlexNet [16], VGG16 [29], 

VGG19 [29], GoogleNet [17] and ResNet 50 [30]. In this 

paper, AlexNet and GoogleNet will be used for experiments. 

 

1) AlexNet 

Transfer learning or feature extraction can be applied to 

different problems with AlexNet, which is trained with a large 

library of images and performs powerful feature extraction. A 

subset of ImageNet dataset was used to train this network 

model. AlexNet, which has 8 learnable layers, 5 convolution 

layers, and 3 fully connected layers, won first place in 2012 

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition 

(ILSVRC). The architecture of AlexNet model is shown in 

Figure 3. 

 

2) GoogleNet 

GoogleNet model, which won the 2014 ILSVRC 

competition, has a smaller and faster network structure than 

the VGG models. GoogleNet has a higher performance than 

AlexNet on ILSVRC dataset. It has a more complex structure 

than AlexNet and VGG models. The architecture of the 

GoogleNet model is shown in Figure 4. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Two different methods have been applied to study on with and 

without augmented AvLetters dataset. The first of these 

methods is developing a user-designed CNN model. Another 

method is using AlexNet and GoogleNet pre-trained models 

instead of a user-designed one. 

A. AvLetters Dataset 

Lip reading is studied under the heading of human action 

recognition. AvLetters dataset, which consists of both video 

and audio recordings, was created by repeating the 10 alphabet 

letters in 3 different trials [15]. Visual data will be used in the 

study. Therefore, the Matlab mat data file containing image 

information of the dataset is handled. Numerical information 

of image frames formed during each alphabetical 

pronunciation is kept in mat files. For example, 'R3_Kate-

lips.mat' file holds the frame information of 3rd pronounce of 

the letter R of Kate. 

In AvLetters dataset, 10 subjects repeated 26 letters 3 times. 

“TrainData” and “TestData” folders have been created by the 

way first two pronunciations are recorded for training and the 

last pronunciation is recorded for testing. 

 

1) Data Pre-processing 

Duration of each letter for each trial may vary. This 

situation causes the number of different frames to be formed 

between samples. As the first step in dataset preparation, 

average number of frames is set to 20, and adding image 

process for below 20 and deleting image process is performed 

for above 20. After each letter is formed in 20 frames, lip 

images are rendered as still images in 5x4 format. By this way, 

the dataset consisting of the time series is transformed into a 

structure composed of still images. A sample image of the pre-

processed dataset is shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig.4. GoogleNet architecture [31] 

 

 

 
Fig.5. Avletters, pre-processed data - letter A 

 

2) Data Augmentation 

520 samples can be regarded as a small number for training in 

deep learning. Data augmentation (DA) can be used to 

increase the size of samples. The training dataset is increased 

using various DA methods. Adding noise with “gaussian”, 

“salt and pepper” and “speckle”, sharpening with “unsharp” 

and softening with “median” filtering are the operations of DA 

used in this paper. Also, RGB and grayscale format of noised 

images are used additionally. Therefore, eight different types 

of original images are replicated. An example for DA is 

presented in Figure 6a and augmented data matrix is depicted 

in Figure 6b. 

 

 
(a) Avletters, augmented data - letter A 

 
(b) Avletters, augmented data matrix 

 
Fig.6. Data augmentation structure 
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Fig.7. Designed CNN architecture 

 

B. Proposed CNN Model 

Deep learning methods have recently been used frequently 

in classification problems. CNN, which is a deep learning 

method, is accepted as a popular method in classification 

problems. A CNN model that separates from ANN models 

because of the number of layers is designed for lip reading 

problem. Designed CNN model is presented in Figure 7. This 

model, consisting of 3 convolution layers, 3 max pooling 

layers, 3 regularization layers, achieved 54.23% success rate 

on augmented AvLetters dataset with '8' value of 

minibatchsize parameter. A confusion matrix graph is 

presented in Figure 8. 
 

C. Pre-Trained Model Supported CNN 

Developing a new CNN model is a challenging task. 

Transfer learning from pre-trained models is an easier and 

faster way. 

Designed CNN architecture is compared with AlexNet and 

GoogleNet supported CNN on with and without augmented 

AvLetters dataset. The presentation of results obtained with 

different “minibatchsize” values is done and presented in 

Table I. According to this table, when the “minibatchsize” 

value is 8, AlexNet supported CNN + DA is more successful 

than other models with 54.62\% success rate. Designed CNN 

model has the highest accuracy rate when “minibatchsize” 

value is equal to 16. Designed CNN + DA model achieves 

better success rate when “minibatchsize” value is equal to 32. 

One of the main reasons for the low achievement success rates 

is needing more data for training in deep learning. Another 

important factor that may increase success rate is the choice of 

the correct initial parameters. The success of deep learning 

based models used in this study and available in the literature 

is presented in Table II. The studies in this table use 

standardized split training and test data. The autoencoder 

based method gave the best result. On the other hand, the 

success of studies in literature has been achieved with our 

methods. Although the proposed methods are less successful 

than the most successful method, architectural installation is 

simpler and more flexible by using transfer learning supported 

CNN. Confusion matrix figures for AlexNet and GoogleNet 

supported CNN are shown as in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

According to results, AlexNet supported CNN model gave 

the best success rate. Minibatch size based accuracy and loss 

value of training are shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.8. Confusion matrix for best result of designed CNN 

 

 
 

Fig.9. Confusion matrix for best result of AlexNet supported CNN 

 

 
 

Fig.10. Confusion matrix for best result of GoogleNet supported CNN 

 

 

 

TABLE I 
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ACCURACY COMPARISON OF DESIGNED, ALEXNET AND GOOGLENET SUPPORTED CNN MODELS 

  Initial Parameters   

CNN Models MiniBatchSize InitialLearnRate MaxEpochs Accuracy 

Designed CNN 8 0.0001 100 0.0346 

Designed CNN + DA 8 0.0001 100 0.5423 

AlexNet Supported CNN 8 0.0001 100 0.4769 

AlexNet Supported CNN+ DA 8 0.0001 100 0.5462 

GoogleNet Supported CNN 8 0.0001 100 0.3692 

GoogleNet Supported CNN+ DA 8 0.0001 100 0.5231 

Designed CNN 16 0.0001 100 0.5231 

Designed CNN + DA 16 0.0001 100 0.4808 

AlexNet Supported CNN 16 0.0001 100 0.4423 

AlexNet Supported CNN+ DA 16 0.0001 100 0.4808 

GoogleNet Supported CNN 16 0.0001 100 0.5192 

GoogleNet Supported CNN+ DA 16 0.0001 100 0.5192 

Designed CNN 32 0.0001 100 0.4885 

Designed CNN + DA 32 0.0001 100 0.5385 

AlexNet Supported CNN 32 0.0001 100 0.4577 

AlexNet Supported CNN+ DA 32 0.0001 100 0.4500 

GoogleNet Supported CNN 32 0.0001 100 0.3962 

GoogleNet Supported CNN+ DA 32 0.0001 100 0.5000 

 

 

 
 

Fig.11. Training progress of AlexNet supported CNN 
 

TABLE II 

ACCURACY COMPARISON BETWEEN USED IN THIS PAPER AND 
APPLIED DEEP LEARNING MODELS 

Methods Accuracy 

Deep auto-encoder [32] 64.40% 

CNN [18] 49.90% 

CNN & LSTM [18] 57.70% 

CNN & bidirectional LSTM [18] 49.40% 

Designed CNN & DA 54.23% 

AlexNet supported CNN & DA 54.62% 

GoogleNet supported CNN & DA 52.31% 

V. CONCLUSION 

Lip reading, which is a human action recognition 

subcategory, may be used on various applications such as 

interaction with deaf people, intelligence services, detection of 

swearing people in football stadiums and so on. Alphabet level 

can be acceptable for the first step of lip reading. In this paper, 

the success of the CNN models supported by the user-

designed and pre-trained model on AvLetters dataset has been 

investigated. Selecting different initial parameters gives 

different results and there is not an absolute winning model. 

Using data augmentation increases the success rate generally. 

In experiments, 8 simple methods are also used for data 

augmentation on Avletters dataset. Experimental results show 

that data augmentation is a good way of getting more 

successful results. 

For future studies, other pre-trained models supported CNN 

can be run on both AvLetters and different datasets. Also, 

other data augmentation methods can be used for getting a 

larger dataset. 
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